THE FOOD LANDSCAPE IN LINCOLN

The Food Chain

Seeds → Commercial Production/Processing → Manufacture/Processing → Distribution → Retail: supermarkets and hypermarkets → Preparing and Cooking: Education → Eating: Welfare

Seeds → Commercial Production/Processing → Manufacture/Processing → Distribution → Retail: general → Preparing and Cooking: Welfare → Eating: Institutional

Seeds → Commercial Production/Processing → Manufacture/Processing → Distribution → Retail: general → Preparing and Cooking: Welfare → Eating: Hotel and Pubs

Seeds → Commercial Production/Processing → Manufacture/Processing → Distribution → Retail: general → Preparing and Cooking: Welfare → Eating: Restaurants

Seeds → Commercial Production/Processing → Manufacture/Processing → Distribution → Retail: general → Preparing and Cooking: Welfare → Eating: Mobile and Other Catering

Seeds → Commercial Production/Processing → Manufacture/Processing → Distribution → Retail: general → Preparing and Cooking: Welfare → Eating: Takeaways

What is ‘good’ food?

Nigel Curry; Jacquelyn Allen-Collinson, 2015